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klee miller1707423545

I added the review to the wrong company and I am apologizingI am sure this company does great work!
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Susannah Morgan1704196422

We've worked with SOZO numerous times, either sharing a client, running joint events or being their client. We are consistently impressed with the work they deliver and rate them very highly. We wouldn't hesitate to recommend them.
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Watermoor Point1703247801

We recently had the pleasure of working with Sozo for the preparation of our new warehouse space brand and the associated website. Their team worked with us to understand our vision and then developed a clear brief, bringing our ideas to life.They navigated challenges and came up with creative and practical solutions. The result is a site that not only meets our operational needs but also has a design that we believe will resonate well with our clients.We are confident in the positive impact the new brand and website will have for us and this is thanks to Sozo's meticulous attention to detail and their understanding of our business objectives.We highly recommend their services for anyone seeking a reliable and skilled team to bring their project to fruition.
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M. Lipschutz1703073668

SOZO Design did a great job of not only creating our website how we wanted it to be, but also gave us great insight on what they believed will help boost sales. Their proven experience and excellence is the reason why our company would recommend SOZO Design to anyone who is looking to create a customized website. They also did an EXCELLENT JOB in SEO on my website.
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James Mcnicol1696840397

I cannot recommend Sozo enough to everyone, they are quite simply superb. They managed to take what was in my head and turn it into a website, which still blows my mind.The entire team are a pleasure to work with and I look forward to continuing the relationship moving forwards.
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SportsCover Direct1696601654

First class design agency. We have worked with various graphic and web design/build agencies over the years, and Sozo most certainly sit top of the list in terms of creativity, quality of end product, and efficiency to get the job done with pre-agreed timescales. Top class!
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Jackie Horne1687958789

We hired SOZO to develop a visual brand identity and website for our new company. They definitely exceeded expectations. The team grasped our USP very quickly and we were delighted with the responsiveness, both in terms of how they communicated with us and how our website formatted to different devices!!! Highly recommended. SOZO were a pleasure to work with at every stage of the process.
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Orlando Mollica1684224750

Great service and ongoing collaboration
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Sophie Snell1680691347

Great team to work with and they really took the time to understand what we wanted to achieve. We love the website are are looking forward to seeing it contribute the the growth of AeroBarrier.
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Geoff Watts1665590252

I really enjoyed working with the team at Sozo and, even more importantly, the feedback on their output (my website) was really positive. I love it and not only that but they are helping me grow the business too.
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Lynne Dare1645097064

The whole process working with Sozo has been such a good experience, from initial briefing, through to the design and also training for us to be able to work the CMS.  We are absolutely delighted with our new website. It looks modern and easy to use whilst still retaining our brand identity.  Huge thanks to the Sozo team along with Joseph who held our hand through the whole process.  As a final surprise, they planted 1000 trees in Madagascar on our behalf as part of their environmental policy!  Such a feel-good factor.  Highly recommended
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Elliott Skinner1644305408

Pleasure to work with, done some incredible design work for us. Feel they have given me & my business partners business a great platform to build upon for the future. Very grateful to off found Sozo!
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Steph Darrah1641998217

We hired Sozo for a rebranding and creation of a new website to reflect changes in our business and ensure our website was relevant and up to date.The rates offered were in line with other quotes we received. The team were professional and patient with us as we worked through our needs and ideas guiding us to a tangible end website that we love. Any feedback or issues were met with solutions and understanding rather than any negative feelings or blame.We were incredibly impressed with the work they did for us and also appreciate their patience for our sometimes slow responses.We would 100% recommend the team and love the end result.
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Simon Wathen1625777556

Used Sozo for new Website and Stationary design, excellent service and delighted with the results. Wouldn't hesitate to recommend them.
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Michael Kelly1614245854

We used SOZO as a one-stop shop for our brand design, web design, website build and SEM.They are masters of their craft, in all areas. The quality of the design, the functionality of the site and the marketing insight are all top-class.We're looking forward to partnering with them for years to come, as we grow our business.
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CINEMIND1614090906

An extremely professional, skilled and creative team.  Couldn't be happier with my website/branding and subsequent increase in enquiries.  Highly recommended!
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Simon Hudson1614007130

It has been a very good experience working with Sozo to develop our new website. They are full of good ideas backed up by creativity and technical expertise
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Huw Johns1612354052

Highly professional and knowledgable digital agency - SEO, PPC, CRO, websites - UX- etc. I have introduced them to a number of my businesses and I also have enjoyed some excellent SEO/PPC training they provided.
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Andrew Caws1607162277

We used Sozo for our new e-commerce website and web marketing. We are thoroughly delighted with the results and ongoing support (Justin in particular is excellent). We look forward to building an ongoing productive working relationship with the Sozo team. Andrew, Sensory Direct
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JJ Cook1606380911

Recently had new leaflets designed by SOZO and we couldn't be happier! Paul was able to take our current branding and themes, and convert this into the perfect the design. Very easy to deal with and professional. Highly recommended!
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Filippo Ucchino1589992703

Extremely talented, and extremely professional, the perfect combination. We were looking for a web agency for the creation of a complicated comparison website, and luckily we found Sozo.
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Al Hidden1586347551

I've worked with Justin and Mark at SOZO in association with a couple of my clients over the last few years and have been consistently impressed by their - and SOZO's - professionalism, skills and experience. Thoroughly recommended!
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Felicity McClintock1585130828

We’re really pleased with our new website. Great bunch of people to work with. Thank you!
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SJ H1572025411

Superb service in every respect.
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Michael Shore1571745668

I have worked with SOZO for a number of years and the team are leaders in all things digital marketing. They are always professional and a pleasure to work with. I look forward to continuing to work with SOZO in the future.
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Cecily Jenks1570021491

The team at Sozo are professional, knowledgeable and have made the process of building a website incredibly enjoyable. We look forward to working with them for years to come.
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ɹǝɥɔɐod ǝɹᴉɥsuloɔuᴉl1563347913

Such a lovely team!
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Howard West1562058336

TShirt Studio hired SOZO to re-brand and re-design their website. The whole process from first contact through delivery was clear, professional and most importantly successful. Highly recommended.
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Thomas Shaw1551187154

We are very pleased with our new site it has taken a lot of planning and we look forward to working with SOZO to build more online sales.
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Gokhan Hassan1548083325

I have found Sozo to be an incredibly talented team - they have not only grasped the concept of my website, but they have developed it beyond my expectations. I have found them to be very responsive, creative and invested in my product and i would highly recommend them.
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Andrew Ferguson1548066770

WoodScanner was an idea that we had to build a timber comparison website for B2B users. We interviewed a range of developers but we were impressed by the the totally professional yet personally tailored service offered by SOZO. Every step of our journey into the unknown has been met with understanding and a "can do" attitude that has made this project so enjoyable. SOZO have supplied us with a team of experts, that are joined up, accommodating and available to us at all times. As always, in the end it is about performance, and we are delighted with our result.
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Myles Waud1533908500

Sozo have been fantastic throughout the whole process. The team are very clear, insightful and easily contactable on the phone. The most up to date software is used to support the new website we have designed. We are pleased with the creative design achieved with our new brand and web design.
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Linda Smith1526305544

We're so pleased with the results from our new website, and the Sozo team are an absolute pleasure to work with!
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rtechwelding1525940491

Professional, knowledgeable and friendly, the creativity of the Sozo team is fantastic from SEO, Web / PPC Analytics, Web Design and coding on website. Not the cheapest but definitely the best in-house team for all your Digital/Website requirements. It's always a pleasure working with them.
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Adam Padmore1516347939

One of our greatest business investments to date was employing Sozo to develop our new website. A seriously impressive consultancy with talented employees, that deliver results. Would highly recommend them for anyone with brand/website and SEO requirements, and we will certainly continue to use as our business develops.
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Asaf Fialkov1500388323

Great team, very helpful and skilled both technically and creatively.
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Jon Stutter1497887269

Great Service - Great service by all of the guys. Our web performance has improved dramatically since the guys at Sozo re designed our websites - highly recommended!
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Joao Pio Pedreira1491405555

I would recommend Sozo Design to any company serious about having an outstanding and performant web site. They have all the technical and design skills you may need to achieve this. We were on a tight schedule and they've always delivered on time. Really impressive!
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Ermin Fosse Financial Management LLP1462544770

Shaun and the team have been exceptional from day one.Not only are we delighted with our new site but we are all particularly impressed with the after sales service and ongoing support.
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Energist UK1460536272

Having giving them a brief to produce something with an interactive timeline, they came up trumps with a design. Working with them on the concept and development of a new website over the past 4-5 months have been a breeze, they have really delivered. Shaun and team have been a pleasure to work with. They offer the best advice, offering great solutions and have been very responsive to any queries we have. Their SEO support & training have been very informative. I’d highly recommend Sozo to anyone!
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Alex Mackman1455654625

I’d highly recommend Sozo, having worked with them on the design and development of a new website over the past 3-4 months. From initial brand development and refinement, to the design and implementation of the associated web site, Shaun and team have been a pleasure to work with. They have been very knowledgeable, offering sound advice along the way and have been very responsive to feedback and questions. I have every confidence that their ongoing SEO and digital marketing support will be equally beneficial.
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Far Out Inn1453982953

I highly recommend Sozo. I have been working with Shaun for a few months now and find him to be a pool of calm in the whirl of digital media madness. These guys know their stuff and are not out to make a fast buck from our 'ignorance'. I am now excited about the future and the growth of my business.
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Anthony Delen1447754959

SOZO have conducted themselves in a very professional manner and created for us a superb brand and web site design. I would highly recommend their services to anyone needing a site redesign.
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McCarthy Marland1429108766

McCarthy Marland engaged with SOZO to build a new website for our business from scratch.  After having experienced a very difficult time with our previous website provider it has been a delight to deal with SOZO.Our website is well designed, easy to navigate and looks professional.  We have also taken up SOZO's SEO service which has been working well for us.  As part of this service we have quarterly review meetings to drill into the statistics and tweak areas to optimise search engine performance.Overall I am very please we have selected SOZO as our website partners and I  have no hesitation in recommending them.Alex Marland (Director)McCarthy Marland Ltd
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Michael Tuck1427119956

We have been using SOZO for the last 7 years in the design and day to day optimisation of the Michael Tuck Estate Agents website. SOZO are excellent to deal with - honest, friendly, and professional. The websites are performing very well indeed. Simply do a Google search on "Estate Agents in Gloucester!"
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Tim Plunkett1427107483

"We were impressed with SOZO’s ability to listen to what we wanted and then interpret that into a site that looks good, is easy to manage and works for our business. Their support to continue developing the Plunkett Associates website along with the SEO management has been excellent. We would (and have) certainly recommend them."
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Agi Alexander1426242724

Working with Sozo was the best decision of 2014 for chelsea personal training. They designed a user friendly website that is fun, friendly, easy to navigate, understand and identify with. This is no easy task when it is straightforward personal training and good health that you are trying to make appealing. Cannot recommend highly enough!
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Mike Ayre1426234323

It was great to find a website company that is equally good at the creative and technical parts of the process & we're delighted with the result.
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Stephen Bryan1426147808

Rubbertech 2000 Limited have been clients of SOZO for the last 7 years, they have re-designed our website several times now to ensure it stays fresh and each time our customers are always quick offer positive feedback.We are really pleased with the service we get from Sozo and cannot recommend them enough. Super professional, great service and always looking at how our results can be improved, we really could not ask for more.Steve Bryan | Rubbertech 2000 Limited
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Andy Hillier1426088646

SOZO have helped us at WatchGecko to produce a great looking ecommerce website and we are very pleased with it, they are a very friendly team and enjoy working with them.
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